
Using  excellent  8mm+12A+8mm
igu glass is an energy-saving
method for shopping malls

When it comes to energy efficiency, using 8mm+12A+8mm igu
glass is a great option for shopping malls. This type of glass
helps to reduce the amount of heat that is transferred into
the  building,  which  can  lead  to  lower  energy  bills.
Additionally,  8mm+12A+8mm  igu  glass  is  also  resistant  to
condensation and has a high level of sound insulation, making
it  a  good  choice  for  mall  owners  who  want  to  create  a
comfortable environment for their customers.
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What is 8mm+12A+8mm igu glass, and
how does it work to save energy in
shopping malls?

8mm+12A+8mm igu glass is a special type of insulated glass
unit (IGU) that works to reduce the amount of energy used by
office  buildings  and  shopping  malls.  The  insulated  glass
consist of two panes of 8 mm thick glass and one 12A inner
cavity that is filled with an inert gas. This construction
creates  an  effective  thermal  barrier  against  changes  in
temperature, which helps to conserve energy and reduce the
building’s reliance on air conditioning and heating systems.
Not only does this igu glass technology help to save energy,
it can also lead to significant savings in maintenance costs.
Shopping malls can also capitalize on igu glass’ soundproofing
qualities  which  can  help  to  muffle  excessive  noise  from
passing  traffic  or  pedestrian  chatter.  All  these  elements
combine to make 8mm+12A+8mm igu glass an excellent choice when
specifying glazing systems for stores and shopping malls.





How  much  money  can  you  save  by
using this type of glass in your
shopping mall?

The insulated glass panels used in shopping malls can be a
great cost-saving measure. They are highly energy efficient
and can drastically reduce your monthly energy costs. Not only
will insulated glass panels keep you comfortable year-round,
they save money on air conditioning and heating because of
their insulation ability. These insulated glass panels also
provide additional safety from the sun’s rays, safeguarding
shoppers from potential UV damage. Installed insulated glass
panels can often pay for themselves within a few short years
due to the savings in energy costs and the avoidance of costly
windshield replacement or repair jobs. The insulated glass
panels cost is definitely worth the investment being made!



Are  there  any  other  benefits  to
using  this  type  of  glass  in  a
shopping  mall  setting,  such  as
improved  acoustics  or  security
features?

insulated glass offer various advantages in a shopping mall
setting beyond simply improving the aesthetic appearance. For
instance, igu glass panels are capable of reducing noise,
allowing for better acoustics. These versatile pieces of glass
can  also  provide  added  security  for  the  mall,  with  many
insulated  glass  materials  more  difficult  to  break  than
traditional windows. Because igu glass panels are designed to



meet the needs of specific buildings and conditions, they can
provide vast improvements to any mall’s infrastructure and
safety without sacrificing aesthetics or comfort.

Excellent igu glass suppliers

If you are interested in using this type of glass in your
shopping mall, contact a reputable igu glass supplier for more
information.

We Shenzhen Dragon Glass are a professional and experienced
igu glass panels supplier! Please feel free to contact us if
any inquiries!

packing and delivery
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